Glass & architecture competition , 2015 Glass Biennal Event

ESGAA is now staging the 2015 6th edition of the international glass Biennal Event ; it is due from
October 15 to November 29 in Alsace. Within the frame of the event, ESGAA is launching a competition
in close collaboration with Glasmalerei Peters (www.glasmalerei.de).
The latter is called “Glass and Architecture” and is open to any artist willing to use one or several glass
techniques without size limitations.
-laminated glass sheets,
-laminated glass with digital printing,
-slumped glass,
-decorated or painted laminated glass
-sandblasted glass
-stained glass
and so on…
Three proposals shall be selected by the jury and developed by Glasmalerei Peters. The 3 prize-winners
shall be asked for advice on site at Glasmalerei Peters in Germany.
They will stay on location as needed. Travel costs will be borne by the artists.
Glasmalerei will put an apartment at their disposal and pay for transfer between Neuenbecken and
Paderborn if they wish.
Enrolment is available on line : http://concoursesgaa.free.fr
It will be confirmed and documents will be stored on line on a specific site.
Registration deadline : October 15 2014. Incomplete files shall be disregarded. All documents need to
be digitized and include :
-an updated scanned ID.
- personal data (name, nationality, address, email, site, phone number)
- a 1-page résumé
- an outline of the project –name, optional technological description, draft.
- a 1-page description stating the relevance of the project. Any specific right to intellectual/artistic
property ought to be voiced.
-one project only by artist –whether individual or group.
Selection will be done electronically. The jury wil consist of 6 members and such criteria as creativity,
relevance and feasibility wik-ll be used.
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Artists will be contacted individually. Works will be exhibited at Strasbourg Biennal Event Art Show.
Works shall remain the property of the artist. However, ESGAA and Glasmalerei Peters company shall
retain artistic property and thus allowed to reproduce the works without any limitations nor costs.
Artists are requested to become ESGAA members.
Further information is available at contact@biennaleduverre.eu
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